
HET Termly Plan for Year 2: Spring Term

History: Note please refer ABC when planning your sequences of lessons
A. Knowledge and understanding of

chronology
B. Historical enquiry (skill) – using

evidence
C. Interpretation of history

- Understand and know where all people/
events studied fit into a chronological
framework.

- Understand how a timeline works and
describe how it maps past events.

- Be able to talk about the order of events they
have studied and understand why timelines
are a useful way to understand the order of
events.

- Be able to sequence artifacts/photographs
which are closer together in time.

- With support, formulate questions in response
to artifacts or source material (e.g. an
image).

- Make simple observations and give reasons
for these.

- Know that we can find out about the past in
different ways: accounts, pictures, etc.,

- Communicate their knowledge through:
discussion, drawing pictures, drama and
role-play, making models, labelling, writing
and using ICT.

- Explain the different ways in which the past
can be represented: stories, first-hand
accounts, pictures, artifacts etc.,

- Offer basic interpretations of a past event by
referring to evidence in two given sources.

- Discuss how reliable the evidence,
(photographs, accounts, stories e.g.) may be
and give reasons for their ideas.

NB: A,B and C will also contextualise an
earlier  unit covered by year 2.

Knowledge of wider world history: One giant leap: Moon landing and technology
Continuity and change: Cause and consequences: Similarity and diff: Significance:

Vocabulary

Enquiry question: How has life been changed by the rapid developments in mathematics
and technology over the last 150 years?
- Know about significant historical events from beyond living memory that are significant nationally

or globally – e.g. the moon landing and invention of the internet
- Know and be able to talk about the lives of significant individuals in the past who have contributed

to national and international achievements in mathematics and technology, (men, women, and of
ethnic origin). e.g.

- Charles Babbage, Ada Lovelace, Tim Berners-Lee, Katherine Johnson, Neil Armstrong.
- Be able to talk about people who helped bring about significant change e.g. the moon landing and

internet.
- Be able to identify what has changed as a result of these ‘giant leaps’ in technology.
- Be able to talk about the impact of the moon landing and invention of the internet on themselves,

their family e.g. what is the same and what is different about their grandparent’s life and their life.

One Giant Leap
Moon, invention, analytical engine, computers,
mathematician, internet, NASA, astronaut,
national, international.
Chronology, timeline, artifacts, evidence.

Reviewed: CS 16.7.21

Science: sometimes one topic per half term
Topic 1 Earth and forces Vocabulary Working scientifically Resources
- Begin to explore the impact of

pushing and pulling as a force.
Movement, friction, force, surface - Explore how much force is

needed to move different types
Toy cars, variety of surfaces, balls



- Observe how somethings move
on different surfaces.

Link to PE

of balls e.g. football, sponge
ball, netball.

- How does a toy car move on
different surfaces? Use smooth,
rough, fluffy etc. to compare the
force needed to move it.

Topic 2 Electricity Vocabulary Working scientifically Resources
- Understand that some items we

use need electricity to work.
- Be able to group items that

need electricity from those that
do not.

Power source, plug - Talk about how electricity travels
from a power source to a device

- Talk about battery powered
devices and toys.

Pictures for grouping activities,
battery powered toys

PSHE/RSE:
Topic 1 Learning outcome and enquiry questions from the progression document Key vocabulary
One Giant Leap

(Understanding
others)

▪ show awareness of, and concern for, people’s feelings.
▪ show interest in, and concern for, others outside immediate circle and in contexts

different to own.
▪ know that mental wellbeing is a normal part of daily life, in the same way as physical

health.
▪ know the characteristics and mental and physical benefits of an active lifestyle.
▪ know how to communicate their feelings to others, to recognise how others show

feelings and how to respond.

Enquiry questions:
‘Would it be ok for all secrets to be kept forever?’
‘Should we always keep a secret?’
‘Why would you not want to/why would it be important to share this ‘secret’?’
‘How might you feel telling someone a secret?’
‘How might you feel telling somebody else’s secret?’
Talk about their family and ask others questions about their family.

fairness
sharing
caring
concerns
views (i.e. different views to their
own)

Topic 2
One Giant Leap

(My feelings)

▪ know how to ask relevant questions consider merits of different viewpoints.
▪ understand different approaches to solve problems.
▪ know what sorts of boundaries are appropriate in friendships with peers and others

(including in a digital context).

belonging
problem solving
decision



▪ know how to recognise and report feelings of being unsafe or feeling bad about any
adult.

Enquiry questions:
‘Can you describe a time when you have won or succeeded at something?’
‘How did this make you feel?’ ‘Is that feeling stronger if you have worked hard for it?’
‘What does ‘belonging’ mean? What does it feel like to belong?’
‘How do I know I belong in my family?’
‘What does a person look like when they feel ‘x’? Do all people look this way when they feel
‘x’?’

Inquiry Questions:  -

1. Why do Jews celebrate Passover (Pesach)? (suggested focus Passover, story of Moses)
2. Why do Christians celebrate communion? (suggested focus Last Supper, Eucharist)

Apply Skills  (covered every term)

● Asking  questions to develop
understanding

● Discuss to widen
understanding

Ask and respond sensitively to questions about their own and others’ experiences and feelings

• recognise that some questions about life are difficult to answer.

● Enquiring, investigating and
interpreting

Express their own ideas and opinions using art, words, music or poetry

Express their own opinions of right and wrong.

Suggest meanings behind different beliefs based on their understanding and experiences.

● Express their views in response
to what they are taught

Using religious and belief stories, make connections between peoples’ beliefs about right and wrong and their

actions.

● Develop the skill of responding
creatively and of

Communicate their responses and express their own ideas using words, music, art or movement.



communicating their feelings
and ideas

Religious Knowledge and Understanding  (Termly Focus)

Knowledge and Understanding  of
key beliefs of religions

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:

Know that people in this country and around the world adhere to different religions.

Describe basic religious beliefs of Christianity, Judaism in simple terms.

Christianity –Christians believe that Jesus told them to remember him through Holy Community.

Judaism – Jews believe they are the “chosen people” of God. This means that God selected them to live their lives

according to his will and to set an example to others of how he wanted everyone to live.

Knowledge and Understanding of
the practices and features of
religions,

e.g., festivals, celebrations,
artefacts, buildings

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:

Recognise and name features of religions and how they are expressed.

Use religious words and phrases to describe features of religions identify some similarities in religious practices

Know that the home can be special place in our own experience and as a place of prayer for Jews and Christians.

Christianity –Christians take part in Holy Communion because Jesus told the Disciples that this was the way that

they should remember him.

Judaism – Jews celebrate Passover to remember that they are the chosen people of god.

Knowledge and Understanding of
religious texts and stories
including: special words and
stories, and special things in
nature.

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:

Retell religious stories in detail and discuss their meanings with support including these stories.

Christianity- to know what happened during the Last Supper and how this is connected to Holy Communion.

Judaism – Know and understand the story of Moses and the plagues in Egypt – how this is connected to Passover.



Knowledge and Understanding of
special people holy men and
women

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:

Know that there are some religious people who are trusted and whose teachings are respected by the followers of

that religion.

Christianity – know that Jesus had disciples and that they would help to develop Christianity

Judaism - know the importance of Moses to the Jews.

Knowledge and Understanding of
the importance of belief and its
impact on lives

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:

Understand and describe the importance of religion for some people and explain how it might affect their way of

life in worship, prayer, care for others and celebrating festivals.

Christianity – Christians believe that Jesus shared his last supper with the Disciples and showed them how to

remember him by the breaking of bread and drinking of wine.

Judaism – Jews believe that they are the “chosen people” of God. This means that God selected them to live their

lives according to his will and to set an example to others of how he wanted everyone to live.

Vocabulary
Moses      Matzot 
Pharaoh 
Egypt 
Nile 
Haggadah 
Seder Plate

Vocabulary
Communion 
Eucharist 
Last Supper 
Chalice 
Sacrament 

Art and Design



Media Learning outcomes from the progression document
Drawing using pencil, charcoal,
chalk, and ink
Spring 1

- Continue to explore the use of pencil charcoal and chalk to create contrasts:  light and dark, shadows
- Use drawing to record experiences and feelings. Use these to write character studies and settings
- Recognize the difference between a sketch to make quick records and more detailed drawings
- Begin to develop more accurate drawing of figures and portraits

Key vocabulary charcoal,chalk, contrasts, light, dark, shadow, sketch, portrait,
Resources including artists - charcoal, chalk, 2B-4B pencils,

Architectural drawings- London landmarks
- Vincent Alexander Booth.

Textiles and collage
Spring 2

- Begin to identify different forms of textiles.
- Match and sort fabrics and threads for colour, texture, length, size, and shape.
- Make decorative patterns using running stitch in open weave fabrics.
- Weave using different materials within a piece of weaving e.g. grass through twigs, carrier bags on a bike wheel
- plan and develop simple ideas and making simple informed choices in media.
- Change and modify threads and fabrics, knotting, fraying, fringing, pulling threads, twisting, plaiting.
- Create and use simple dyes i.e. onion skins, tea, coffee
- Begin to use simple appliqué using glue to join fabrics

Key vocabulary knotting, fraying,fringing, pulling, threads, twisting, plaiting, applique, plan, develop, running stitch, open weave

Resources including artists thread, needles, material,
Planets textile pieces.

PE: Note please refer ABC when planning your sequences of lessons
A. Health and fitness B. Compete and perform C. Evaluate

- Recognise and describe how the body
feels during and after different physical activities.
- Explain what is needed to stay healthy
Key Vocabulary
Exercise, how my body feels, safety

- Perform sequences of their own composition
with coordination.
- Perform learnt skills with increasing control.
- Compete against themselves and others.
- Perform dances using simple movement
patterns individually and within a group
Key Vocabulary
Compete, movement patterns

- Watch and describe performances, and
with adult support use what they see to improve
own performances.
- Talk about the differences between own
work and that of others in a constructive way
Key Vocabulary
Improve, similarities and differences

1. Gymnastics - Copy, explore and remember actions and movements to create their own sequence. Link actions to
make a sequence.
- Travel in a variety of ways, including rolling.



- Hold a still shape whilst balancing on different points of the body.
- Jump in a variety of ways and land with increasing control and balance.
- Climb onto and jump off the equipment safely.
- Move with increasing control and care.
Key vocabulary:
ROLLS
- log roll
- Teddy bear roll
- Egg roll
- Rocking for forward roll
JUMPS
- Tuck jump
- Jumping Jacks
- Half turn
VAULT
- Straight jump off springboard
- Tuck jump off springboard
TRAVELLING
- Bunny hop
- Paired front support wheelbarrow
- Skipping
- Galloping
SHAPES AND BALANCES
- Kneeling balance
- Balancing on apparatus
- Balances with a partner
- Pike, tuck, star, straight, straddle
Resources:
- Floor mats (no crash mats should be in schools or used)
- Springboard
- Vault (various sizes)
- Apparatus
- A second adult is always handy if possible for gymnastics as teachers will need to handle children

2. Outdoor and adventurous activities - Orientate themselves with increasing confidence around a short trail.
- Identify and use effective communication to begin to work as a team.
- Begin to choose equipment for an activity.
Key vocabulary:
- Trail
- Communicate
- Equipment



Resources:
Trail

Computing: Y2 Spring Term
Curriculum organisation: ● Each Computing theme has a section for key vocabulary to be introduced during the theme. Often key

vocabulary will be repeated across all year groups so that pupils can talk about their work in computing using
the correct terminology.

● Thinking like a computer is the golden thread that works across every aspect of Computing.
● When planning to teach Computing skills, it will be possible to combine some areas together, they will not

necessarily need to be taught as discreet lessons.
● Under each topic key concepts and approaches will be given. Knowledge and understanding of online safety

builds year on year. Each learning component from the previous year will be revisited and consolidated year on
year. In addition to explicit teaching in the classroom, E-Safety can be covered in the follow ways: Class
assemblies, Warm up activities, School assemblies.

● In each of the three sections (Digital Literacy / E-Safety, Computer Science and Information Technology) the
skills to be taught are colour coded: Knowledge, Understanding, Skills

● Knowledge, understanding and skills are built upon each year, many are revisited during the year and built
upon.

● E-Safety, Digital Literacy and Information Technology will be taught across all terms, Computer Science will be
taught in the Spring and Summer Term.

● Please link most Information Technology and Computer Science skills with other subjects, for example teaching
the use of new software within History and Geography or teaching how to access suitable software and
applications through software required for MfL or Music.

● When you are planning E-safety please make meaningful connections with work in Computer
Science and Information Technology.

Digital literacy and E-safety
Digital Literacy: a skill to use
information technology to find,
evaluate, create and communicate
information.
E-Safety: safe and responsible use
of technology; behaviour online and
security.
Note: This section is revisited
termly for each year group to
embed knowledge and
understanding of online safety.

● Know what is not appropriate online for example:
● Explain how to report inappropriate content
● Describe ways that some people can be unkind online; give examples of how this can make others feel
● Know why information should only be shared with people that can be trusted.
● Identify some content that has a specific age rating for online material.
● Knows that websites we access track what we click on and that this is known as a digital footprint.
● Understand and explain why spending too much time using technology can sometimes have a negative

impact on me.
● Understand how to use search engines and the implications of inappropriate searches.
● To discuss and create suitable passwords
● To explain  what personal data is and give examples how data is collected



This is a high priority to ensure
all pupils are safe online.
Knowledge, understanding and
skills are built on each year
through a deepening of
understanding and through
consolidating knowledge and
skills learnt the previous year.
When you are planning these skills,
look at how these skills can be
connected with Computer Science
and Information Technology.

● To know that devices, apps and games are designed to keep users online for longer than planned of
desired.

● To know what the term Privacy Setting means.
● To know what a fake profile is. Understand that everything is not always what you are led to believe.

Key vocabulary ● Keyword
● Search term
● Search Bar
● Shortcut
● Retrieve
● Google
● Search Engine
● Cookies
● Personal Data
● Fake Profiles
● Persuasive Design

Resources ● https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/research-resources/schools/e-safety-for-schools

● https://www.internetmatters.org/resources/

● https://www.ceop.police.uk/safety-centre/

● https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/

● https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/training/online-safety

● https://www.justonenorfolk.nhs.uk/staying-safe/staying-safe-online/e-safety-younger-child
ren

● https://www.includenorfolk.org.uk/e-safety/
Computer science ● Know that the internet is a large network of computers.

https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/research-resources/schools/e-safety-for-schools
https://www.internetmatters.org/resources/
https://www.ceop.police.uk/safety-centre/
https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/
https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/training/online-safety
https://www.justonenorfolk.nhs.uk/staying-safe/staying-safe-online/e-safety-younger-children
https://www.justonenorfolk.nhs.uk/staying-safe/staying-safe-online/e-safety-younger-children
https://www.includenorfolk.org.uk/e-safety/


Studying algorithms, computer
processes, designing, writing
and debugging programs.
Including knowing the
difference between hardware
and software.

● Explain the difference between hardware and software – for example Laptop (hardware), Word (software).

Key vocabulary ● Algorithm
● Code
● Logical reasoning
● Program
● Error
● Purpose
● debug

Resources ● Scratch Jr
● Kodu
● Code Studio
● Scratch
● Construct 2
● https://code.org/learn

Information technology
The study of using systems,
storing, sending and retrieving
information.

Don’t forget to link your
E-Safety work with the teaching
of these skills

Accessing Programs and
Features

● Understands how to operate a piece of software (for example: Google Docs) for a given purpose.

Using software ● Uses the main features of Word and PowerPoint and Excel.

Creativity
This area of IT lends itself well to
foundation subjects

● Use a range of media in their digital content including photos, texts and sound.
● Explore the effects of sound and music in animation and video.
● Create own documents, adding text and images.

Key vocabulary ● caps lock
● delete



● text
● image
● animation
● sound effect
● template
● electronic book
● tools

Resources ● https://www.typingclub.com/
● https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf2f9j6/articles/z3c6tfr
● Google Docs
● https://toontastic.withgoogle.com/

D&T Topic Learning outcomes from Progression document
To be used consistently across the year, choose relevant statements to match you medium term plan

Design:
Red- explaining/ understanding choice of material/
resources
Purple-Using teacher modelling or ideas to
generate own ideas.
Brown- purpose of product
Green- research of products similar.
Pink- language. Vocabulary and ability to explain
product and purpose.
Blue- written or pictorial planning/ labelling.
(KS2)

Make
Red- safety and hygiene.
Purple-Choosing appropriate tools/resources
Brown- Use of skills e.g. cutting, measuring,
choosing materials, assembling and finishing
products.
Green- following their plans/ sequencing the skills
needs to create a product
Pink- Know the purpose of the product, be able
to evaluate the product and identify if it is fit for
purpose.

Evaluate
Purple- test product against Success Criteria
Orange- link evaluation to similar products,
(inventors, designers and cost) KS2.
Green- orally discuss improvements/ possible
changes.
Blue- written, oral or pictorial evaluations (KS2)

- design products for myself and others
following design criteria, choosing materials/
resources appropriately

- From a success criteria or product
specification have at least one idea or
element idea when designing.

- Explain purpose of product, how it will work
and how it will be suitable for the user

-Work safely and hygienically and be able to give
examples of this.
-Join materials/components together in different
ways
-Measure, mark out, cut and shape materials and
components, with support.
-Describe which tools I’m using and why
-Choose suitable materials and explain choices
depending on characteristics.

-Describe what went well, thinking about design
criteria and what I was asked to do/create.
-Talk about existing products considering: use,
materials, how they work, audience, where they
might be used; express personal opinion.
-Evaluate how good existing products are.
-Talk about what I would do differently if I were to
do it again and why.

https://www.typingclub.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf2f9j6/articles/z3c6tfr
https://toontastic.withgoogle.com/


- Use knowledge of existing products to
produce ideas

- Describe design using pictures, words,
models, diagrams, begin to use ICT

- Choose best tools and materials, and explain
choices

-Begin to use finishing techniques to make
product look good
Make suggestions as to what they need to do
next.

-Explain what they are making and why it fits the
purpose

Key vocab: Key vocab: Key vocab: investigating, planning, design,
make, evaluate, user, purpose, ideas, design
criteria, product, function

Technical knowledge – Materials/structure
(To be completed in a certain term to link within
your topics- see your group for which term).
Name materials

Describe materials and choose materials
appropriately to fit a purpose.

Measure materials

Structure a product using materials

-Describe some different characteristics of materials making links towards materials having a
purpose. Measure materials and begin to understand concept of amounts needed.

-Join materials in different ways
-Use joining, rolling or folding to make it stronger
-Use own ideas to try to make product stronger

Key vocabulary cut, fold, join, fix structure, wall, tower, framework, weak, strong, base, top, underneath, side, edge,
surface, thinner, thicker, corner, point, straight, curved, metal, wood, plastic circle, triangle, square,
rectangle, cuboid, cube, cylinder

Resources
Technical knowledge- textiles. Spring 1- link to planets

-Measure textiles more accurately
-Join textiles together to make a product, and explain how I did it
-Carefully cut textiles to produce accurate pieces
-Explain choices of textile
-Understand that a 3D textile structure can be made from two identical fabric shapes.

Key vocabulary joining and finishing techniques, tools, fabrics and components, template, pattern pieces, mark out,
join, decorate, finish

resources Paper mache, Polyester, lycra, linen, nylon, cotton, velvet , wool , acrylic, silk, felt, wool,
hessian, scissors, needles, thread, glue, fabric pens

Technical knowledge- food and nutrition -Explain hygiene and keep a hygienic kitchen
-Describe properties of ingredients and importance of varied diet



(To be used consistently across the year,
choose relevant statements to match your
medium term plan)

Safety and hygiene

Food preparation- ingredients, equipment
needed to meet a success criteria/ make a
product.

Food groups, textures, purpose of ingredients
and nutrition

Skills e.g.  Blending, stirring, weighing,
decorating.

Evaluate/ make changes to a recipe for a
desired outcome (UKS2)

*say where food comes from (animal, underground etc.)
*describe how food is farmed, home-grown, caught
*draw eat well plate; explain there are groups of food
-Describe “five a day”
-cut, peel and grate with increasing confidence beginning to have more independence in choosing
tools required.

Key vocabulary fruit and vegetable names, names of equipment and utensils sensory vocabulary e.g. soft,
juicy, crunchy, sweet, sticky, smooth, sharp, crisp, sour, hard flesh, skin, seed, pip, core,
slicing, peeling, cutting, squeezing, healthy diet, choosing, ingredients

resources Knife, fork, spoon, Chopping board, peeler; grater; mixing bowl; cutters; kitchen scissors;
weighing scales, measuring spoons; measuring jug; mixing spoon; vegetable knife

(food needed to suit individual lessons)

Geography: Geographical Association assessment by the end of Y2:
Have simple locational knowledge about individual places and environments, especially in the local area, but also in the UK and wider world.
Theme Topic and objectives Vocabulary and resources
Contextual world knowledge of:
locations, places,
and geographical features

One Giant Leap:
Locational Knowledge
Locate USA on world map
Locate specific features of the USA (longest river, highest
mountain, largest city, largest delta, largest arable land, largest
desert, largest glacier)

● Satellite
● Aerial
● Globe
● World
● Ocean 
● Environment



Locate specific states of interest to the space race on USA map –
Florida, Texas, Washington, Alabama,
On a map of Florida locate where the Kennedy Space Centre is
and other key features of Florida

● Universe
● Orbit
● Atmosphere
● Evaporate

Throughout pupil’s education in the HEART
trust, we would like them to have a key
understanding of climate change and the
affects that this is having on the world
currently and how it could affect the pupils
in the future. Each year group with have an
enquiry question which will be used to
delve deeply into the idea of climate change
and how we can positively influence the
world. This work will be in addition to any
other geography and can be linked with
PSHE

Reduce – reuse – recycle – KS1

Consolidate understanding of Reduce, recycle and reuse.
Create a reduce, reuse, recycle day for Year 2 – this could include
creating artwork from recyclable material, a clothes swap, creating
pledges to reduce their use of water (by turning taps of etc)

Reduce – reuse – recycle,
pledge, swap, choices,

Human and physical geography.
(understanding of the conditions, processes,
and interactions to explain features, distribution
patterns and changes over time and space)

Enquiry question
Why did the Americans build their space port in Florida?
Understand why the location was chosen over other locations e.g.
location, population, transport links
Explain why some areas are more suitable to space ports than
others.

Suitable, location, population,
transport links

Geographical skills and fieldwork
(enquiry and the application of skills in
observing, collecting, analysing, evaluating and
communicating geographical information)

None this term

Music: Topic heading from Charanga. You will find the units of work on the Google Drive

Spring 1 : I Wanna Play in a Band

Spring 2 Zootime


